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Abstract- In growth of data communication and information technologies is changing the people use in their usual everyday life. Recent research in learning systems points out different methods and various approaches to enhance students learning in all situations. This study is to address how mobile technology can be designed to support and understand different representation for mobile in classroom use and in learning process. This type of learning system offers present-day learning process through tablet computers, handheld devices, smart phones and to support variegated platform. This study paper analyses and describes characteristics of this type of learning system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, process learning moving on to new sector to gain their knowledge also anywhere and anytime with smart technologies and collision on modern learning is a critical expertise. In the time of passes on to the next step in education and training is the process by which the proficiency and expertise. In human culture, education process is a midway process in the terms of preservation and progress and it will be still ancient. Basically, there are two forms of education and learning that is conventional learning and distance learning. Normally, Conventional education is also known as Instructor led training or face-to-face education and it’s have primary characteristics. To achieve this type of learning or education the learners and teachers need to assembled at a
fixed time in a fixed place. In distance education to retain the probity of the education process it uses technology to disparate the learner from the teacher and the learner from the learning category.

A delivery of education, learning and training are achieved electronically through electronic learning (e-learning). The next generation of learning move from distance learning (d-learning) and electronic learning (e-learning) to mobile learning (m-learning). Table 1 shows the some variation in electronic learning and mobile learning process. In these increasing criteria, basically we are not able to imagine any professional of any working environment without a mobile phones or PDS (Personal Digital Assistant). Nowadays, the use of the mobile devices started to be used for the learning environments, for this reason it appeared a new kind of learning called “Mobile learning” and that is mediated via mobile phone technologies such as Smartphone, wearable devices or tablets. Learning activity with each isolated learner’s mood include demand, attributes and absorption are order to boost a learning content which are direct with mobile learning systems. The personal pocket devices such as PDAs, Smartphone and tablets will acquire or extend educational particulars of mobile learning [1]. Essentially, usage of technologies such as Internet, mobile phones technologies, etc. is related with adapt in tools and devices are using in everyday life [3], [4]. Learners or students can accumulate process and access information outside the classroom through mobile devices. These devices can bring people together, it can motivate review, co-operation and conversation and also current learning environments reinforce strengths-based teaching.

It can also extend to provide students and teachers extensibility, exposure, and access to resources. A replica of learner is prompt to include all the data that the system knows about a learner or it is generally compute either with default values or by querying the learner. We propose a new aspect of mobile learning in which technological integrate in mobile devices in everyday classroom and outside of the classroom. The design of learning system also includes following characteristics like it needs to support face-to-face activities and to provide scaffolding of the students and the teacher is able to utilize the technological. In such place teachers and students need novel type of learning environments, which may entirely satisfy their needs and allow them to use learning tools and services of their choice to support their lifelong learning, and in which they are fully responsible for their learning process. The primary consideration like screen size, scroll and zoom operations are evaluated while using a mobile device in learning process and another major issue is the user using varying operating system such as android, blackberry and iOS, so it will be run in all operating system.

II. SKETCH ON LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Much was accomplished and the group made numerous recommendations to learning environment which included the formation of two study groups one to look at Learning Management and other to look at the use of Mobile Devices in the classroom. Let we see some basics things behind in Learning Management Systems (LMS). Learning Management System (LMS) is included some of the following vital parts.

- Self-educate utility
- Persistent course content transmission
- Course executive and administration structure
- Course task function management
- Facilitate insight restate

Learning Management System is project based, it needs to suite of easy to use collaboration tools such as Google Docs integrations, etc. that can be used to create more reliable learning experiences. Individual student learning profiles access information in manner of personalized instruction and assessment based on student learning styles. Learning Management System included some of priorities it will be,

- Purpose of the system from the end users perspective
- Leaning systems competence to consolidate with the Student Information Systems and Google Docs
- Implementation aspect should be manage to support on-going training process

With the enlargement develop process the learning management system is now achieved in mobile technology because of the fact that describes 77 percent of the world population enable mobile subscribers.
Fig. 1 has been shown systematic learning management system with different modules include course schedule, training modules and with our operational parts.

III. SIGNIFICANCE, UTILITY AND PROVOCATION OF MOBILE LEARNING

M-learning also consider the following disclosure for effective mobile technology aspects, Fig. 2 shows the incorporated learning methodology and it’s include different types of learning they may be classroom learning, mobile learning and on-line learning. In the m-learning environment it prospect a physical or social environment with a mobile device that can furnish related information about the environment and stimulate learners in activities such as information gathering, information discussion and information sharing.

This type of learning environment enable learning to take place which can make greater use of learners instantaneous context and circumambient. By this way, mobile learning technologies can expedite learning in both context and learning across contexts. Mobile learning also consider some of the following significance terms for useful process.

A. Start compact, think widely

It takes time to expand and establish functional mobile content.

B. Content portable

Retain the short videos, rapid updates, etc.

C. Turn on

The study shows that organizations are deploying even previously their approach is entirely developed. Start planning an approach now, even if it is just a small segment of the overall learning environment which are used in the M-Learning programs, they can include new technology into the classroom and devices used in these technology were lightweight than books and PCs. Formally, mobile learning supports the learning process rather than being integral process and it can be a useful add-on tool for students with their special needs.

Normally, mobile learning behold the different aspect of prosperity include formation options to delivery of multimedia content which will be available in mobile devices are significantly less cost than PCs and other devices. This type of learning environment supports continuous and pliable learning, it also anxious mainly in diminishing training cost. Improving the levels of learning and participation in education and using the communication aspect of a mobile phone as playing a major role in learning activity.
In mobile learning process it needs to validate and justify the development of specification and other types of resources was justified to optimum understand the challenges and aspect of education, training or learning community and whenever mobile-learning environment has been accomplished its needs to incorporate many and more technical challenges that have a broad range of screen space, key size and connectivity aspect.

The concern meets bandwidth for fast streaming to support for specified device. Mobile-learning environment include many recent features include multiple standards, multiple screen sizes and multiple operating systems. In addition to these challenges, there are some other challenges are also included like equipment, maintenance, connectivity, support from technical aspect and teacher-student training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>E-learning</th>
<th>M-learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Access</td>
<td>classroom access or internet Laboratory</td>
<td>Access of learning from anywhere, anytime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Electronic-mail-to-Electronic-mail</td>
<td>Immediate messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location scenario</td>
<td>Private location</td>
<td>No geographic boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Delivery</td>
<td>To reach internet site it will take some travel time</td>
<td>Wireless internet connectivity so no travel time need</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1. VARIATION IN ELECTRONIC LEARNING AND MOBILE LEARNING PROCESS**
IV. ESSENTIALITY FOR MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES

In order to initiate mobile learning technologies, we need some baseline learner’s necessitated specification and it should be:

A. **High convenient**
   The initiated technologies should be available at anywhere and anytime with user needs.

B. **Clear benefits**
   The technology is suited to everyday demands for reference, communication and learning.

C. **Easy-going**
   The features should be adapted to the context for learner’s ability and knowledge and the learning environment.

D. **Use to use**
   The technology is easily penetrated and navigated by learners with no antecedent sophistication using it.

E. **Intent-on**
   The learner can use the learning environment technology to manage learning throughout a lifetime, so that the learner’s personal collection of resources and knowledge will be promptly accessible despite refashion in technology.

V. BACKGROUND

An encouraged vision of mobile learning that values the binate utility of distance learning and continual connectivity [5], the value of mobile devices as tackle of learning is establish in the storage ability that enable learners to connect to beforehand downloaded document at any moment, and presently enables learners to bring the classroom into the field simply by audio/video recordings [6].

Personalized learning [7], an academic teaching process is achieved by the learner’s receiver of knowledge as demonstrate in traditional classrooms and it’s specification. In this process the assent of learners and trainers should proponent limited instruction between them and another side its have ability to organize variation, management and contribution for learning environment.

In another one type of learning is game based learning system and it was assembling the premise that game-based learning process would available and enveloping learning background. Game-based learning system did not provide the equal nature of world status intimation that were feasible in mobile learning system and also not allow the learners to visit or relate with the real building environment [2]. Thus, the contemporary approaches to encouraging the mobile learning system, figure 3 shows the growth of smart phone users.
VI. CONCLUSION

Blooming growth in technology will make it time exhaustive to include electronic tools and make it increasingly minimum cost. The importance of the mobile learning application represents an enhanced aspect in learning process because of learners have to gather, share and understand the information’s. The overall view on the existing approaches in learning system and mobile-learning domain shows that it most probably applies leading to processes, where particular knowledge should be used. A distinctive factor of this technique evolution, compared to other approaches in the background approaches and development of an upgraded methodology to meet well-established requirement in mobile-learning process.
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